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Abstract 

A new dielectric profile for the solvent dielectric constant beyond the primary coordination or 
solvation sphere is used to show that neglect of dielectric inhomogeneity by the Born treatment 
can lead to significant overestimation of ionic solvation energies. 

Theoretically rigorous treatments of the energetics of ionic solvation must await 
further developments of molecular models which combine the techniques of quantum 
and statistical mechanics.lF3 Treatments which model the solvent as a dielectric 
continuum show that the dominant contribution to the free energy of solvation of a 
monatomic ion is given by the difference between the work of charging the ion in 
the solvent and in v a c u ~ m . ~  It has been found that the Born t h e ~ r y , ~  in which the 
dielectric is homogeneous up to a poorly defined6 ionic boundary, seriously overesti- 
mates the work of charginge4 If partitioning of the solvent into primary, secondary 
and bulk  region^^-^ is accepted the short-comings of the Born model can be attributed 
to the very low dielectric permittivity of the primary shell. In the present analysis 
we employ a continuum model to investigate the impact of dielectric inhomogeneity 
on the energetics of solvation of the primary ion. 

Disregarding physically unrealistic modelsf091' which invoke discontinuities in the 
dielectric profile ~ ( r ) ,  we find that, although a large fraction of the solvation energy 
of the primary ion comes from the secondary region where the dielectric is not homo- 
geneous, the current view12913 appears to be that the contribution from the inhomo- 
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geneity itself is negligible. This being the case, we would expect the free energy of 
charging a primary solvated ion to be accurately represented by the Born energy5 

where q is the charge of the primary ion of radius a, E, is the permittivity of free 
space and E, is the relative permittivity of the bulk solvent. 

With the aid of a new dielectric profile ~ ( r )  which describes the radial dependence 
of the relative dielectric permittivity we now show that corrections for the influence 
of dielectric inhomogeneity on the results from the Born expression are small but 
certainly not, in general, negligible. The new profile is empirical but for this very 
reason is broader in scope than most previous profiles based on special mechanisms, 
such as dielectric saturation, for the inhomogeneity. If ligand-solvent and solvent- 
solvent intermolecular forces are considered it becomes clear that dielectric inhomo- 
geneity is not exclusively determined by electric saturation as most previous 
r n ~ d e l s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ' ~  have assumed. In the present model the dielectric profile, ~ ( r ) ,  for the 
secondary region varies continuously and monotonically between the value E, at 
r = a and eb at r = b. The derivative ~ ' (v)  at the boundary between the secondary 
and bulk regions is also continuous. Our profile (see Fig. 1) takes the simple form 

~ ( r )  = E,(E~/&,)~ ( r )  a < r < b  (24  
where the exponent 

f (r) = 1 - [(b - r)/(b - a)I2 (2b) 
varies between zero where r = a and unity where r = 6. Beyond r = b the permittivity 
of the solvent maintains the constant bulk value E,. 
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ionic centre. 

Provided that the ionic strength is sufficiently small the electrostatic field E(v) 
outside the ion satisfies the Maxwell equation 

V . ~ ( r )  E(Y) = 0 (3) 
At all points beyond the primary ion the electrostatic field E(v) is therefore given by 

E(v) = /(4.n&o)l[9il{&(r)r2)l (4) 
where i is the unit vector directed radially outwards along the position vector v. 
Despite recent suggestions to the contrary" both the energy density and reaction 
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fieldi6 techniques, when correctly applied, show that the electrostatic contribution 
to  the free energy of solvation is15 

For the dielectric profile (2) we find 

1 1  f ( r )  ~ - ~ d r ]  
(~TE,,) 2 be, a E ,  

As expected, this expression degenerates to the Born equation (1) as the width of 
the secondary shell shrinks to zero. It also reduces to the Born result when the 
dielectric constant E, tends towards the bulk value E,. Table 1 lists ratios of the electro- 
static energy (6) to the Born counterpart (1) for typical values of the permittivity 8, 

at the periphery of the primary solvated ion, the bulk dielectric permittivity E, of the 
solvent and of the ratio alb of the primary to secondary ionic radii. These results 
suggest that the correction to the Born energy from dielectric inhomogeneity often 
represents an appreciable percentage of the free energy of solvation of the primary ion. 

Table 1. Ratios of electrostatic stabilizations W of primary ions in an 
inhomogeneous dielectric to the corresponding Born stabilizations WB for 

a homogeneous dielectric 
Two values of the dielectric permittivity c, at the boundary of the primary 
ion are considered. The ratios are tabulated as functions of the bulk 
permittivity cb and of the quotient, alb, of the primary and secondary 

radii 

E ,  cb W/ WB for a/b values of c, cb W/ WB for a/b values of 
0 .2  0 .4  0 .6  0 .8  0 .2  0 .4  0 .6  0 .8  

Because the solvation energy of the primary ion is itself a large fraction of the 
total solvation energy of the bare ion we conclude that dielectric inhomogeneity 
beyond the primary coordination or solvation sphere is significant whenever the 
thickness of the secondary region is comparable to  or larger than the radius of the 
primary sphere. Although the present analysis is based on a special choice of dielectric 
profile it is interesting to note that results similar to those in Table 1 are maintained 
when our exponential profile for the dielectric permittivity in the secondary region is 
replaced by a rectilinear profile of the form 

&(Y) = CIY + ,8 
This observation suggests that our conclusion is not particularly sensitive to the 
assumed form of the inhomogeneity. 
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